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PARIS
HÔTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE
One day itinerary: Secret Places
While the Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe and Notre-Dame Cathedral may the best-known tourist attractions in Paris, some of 

the city’s most fascinating sights are far less famous. From the house museums of literary masters to hidden parks and local 

markets, there’s much to discover beneath the surface of this great city. Delve deeper into the history and culture of the French 

capital with this one-day itinerary of secret sights.  

Start the day with a 25-minute drive or take metro 1 for eight stops from Franklin D Roosevelt to Saint-Paul, with a five-minute 

walk on each side.

OB-LA-DI CAFÉ
54 Rue de Saintonge, 75003 Paris

With no website or phone number, this elusive yet achingly cool café is a go-to spot for in-the-know 

Parisians. Sip a Lomi bean coffee at Ob-La-Di’s polished marble counter while tucking into one of 

its delicious home-baked delights, many of which are vegan and gluten-free. Their avocado toast on 

purple potato bread with pomegranate sprinkles is the stuff of legends.

Continue on foot for 10 minutes to the Musée des Arts et Métiers.

MUSÉE DES ARTS ET MÉTIERS
T: 01 53 01 82 00 | 60 Rue Réaumur, 75003 Paris

Contrary to its name, the Museum of Arts and Trade is, in fact, one of Europe’s oldest science 

museums. Housed in a former Benedictine monastery, it has been showcasing treasures relating 

to science and manufacturing for nearly 200 years. Visit to discover fascinating scale models of 

ancient machines, ranging from airplanes and steam engines to clocks and astrolabes.

To get to the next destination, take a 15-minute drive or jump on the Metro 11 for six stops from 

Arts et Métiers to Place des Fêtes, followed by a five-minute walk.

MAISON DE VICTOR HUGO
T: 01 42 72 10 16 | 6 Place des Vosges, 75004 Paris

Author of world-famous works like Notre-Dame de Paris and Les Misérables, Victor Hugo is widely 

regarded as one of the greatest French poets and novelists of all time. Literary enthusiasts can visit 

his former home of 16 years, which has been converted into a museum with rooms modelled on 

the writer’s original house and exhibitions dedicated to his life.

Next, take a 15-minute stroll through the charming Marais to Ob-La-Di Cafe for brunch.
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MARCHÉ AUX PUCES DE SAINT-OUEN
T: 01 40 11 77 36 | 138-140 Rue des Rosiers, 93400 Saint-Ouen 

With more than 2,000 stalls spanning seven hectares, Marché aux Puces de Saint-is one of the 

largest and oldest flea markets in the world. Open only at weekends, it attracts tens of thousands of 

visitors every week, who come in search of unique antiques, furniture, clothing and souvenirs. For 

more contemporary shopping, visit the Paul Bert Serpette section, which is dedicated to emerging 

designers and avant-garde artists.

Return to the hotel with a 20-minute taxi ride.

PARC DES BUTTES-CHAUMONT
T: 01 48 03 83 10 | 1 Rue Botzaris, 75019 Paris

It may not be the most famous park in Paris, but Parc des Buttes-Chaumont is a favourite of 

local nature and history lovers. The park is full of indigenous trees, home to a variety of birdlife, 

and features green lawns surrounding a calm lake. Perched precariously atop the steep hill is the 

Temple de la Sibylle, a beautiful cliff-side 19th century pavilion that rewards hikers with beautiful 

views over the park and the city.

Take a 15-minute taxi ride to get to the next stop, Marché aux Puces de Saint-Ouen.

All journey times are approximate and subject to variation.


